When Erik L. Burro brought his traveling photo
exhibition, “NJ Doughboys” to the Vineland Free
Public Library, he discovered the history of this
South Jersey town...and made an unexpected
connection between the monuments he recorded
and the human beings they honor.
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he fastest way to Vineland is by State Route 55 South,
shortly before the main highway from Philadelphia, which
soon after becomes the Atlantic City Expressway. It has
the look of an Interstate, with wide shoulders, green medial
strip, and well-designed exits. It is not a straight highway. It
gradually snakes its way in sweeping curves through a
landscape of open fields and clusters of forested areas that
accommodate occasional small industrial buildings and
various types of agriculture. The traffic during the day usually
moves faster than the posted speed limit and is steady but not
overcrowded. It is evident this southern route of New Jersey,
though changing, has not yet replaced most of its agricultural
sector with cleverly named new housing developments. The
roadway’s non-linear route is less due to the contours of the
countryside than the avoidance of well-established small
towns along the way such as: Woodbury, Mullica Hill,
Glassboro, Wenonah, Bridgeton, and Millville. Of the three exits
for Vineland, the one marked 32A leads to the heart of town.
Vineland, created at the time of the Civil War, was the idea
of Charles K. Landis, an enterprising Philadelphia lawyer. After
a falling out with a partner developing the Atlantic County town
of Hammonton, he decided to start his own real estate venture
and made an initial purchase of 20,000 acres, on credit, in
Cumberland County. He added another 23,000 acres, thirteen
years later.
Landis’s marketing plan had several appealing features.
Foremost, it offered local access to passenger train service to
Philadelphia and New York. That meant residents wouldn’t feel
isolated from the goods, services, and friendships they might
be leaving behind in those population centers. His new “ideal
town” offered a pleasant, wholesome, and spacious alternative,
where one could to raise a family. Because the land was mostly
undeveloped woodlands, the price per acre was considered a
bargain. Terms of purchase required a commitment to being
part of the community and land speculation prohibited. Landis
made wide use of advertising for his new community. Of
particular interest to many prospective buyers was Landis’s
promise to make Vineland an alcohol-free, temperance town—
the irony notwithstanding of how Vineland’s name certainly
conjures up thoughts of winemaking. But Landis found a nonalcoholic way to capitalize on the area’s favorable vineyard soil
conditions. He used it as an inducement to get Catholic
winegrowers from Italy to come and start vineyards of their
own, but for production of unfermented grape juice. The juice
had become increasingly popular among many Protestant
denominations around the country as a substitute for wine at
Communion services. Among those attracted by Landis’s
affordable land in 1869 was a British-American Methodist
physician and dentist, Thomas Bramwell Welch (1825–1903).

T

Charles K. Landis
Courtesy of the Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society

Bust of Charles K. Landis by
Giacanni Turini
Vineland Historical Society
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Main crossroad, Landis Ave. (locally
called “The Avenue”) and East Blvd.,
display two factors that brought
Vineland early success, the
railroad connection to Philadelphia
and New York and Civil War veterans.

Vineland continues to honor it
veteran and their contributions to the
community.

Along with his nephew, Lee Steger Welch, they founded what
would become the Welch’s Grape Juice Company. Meanwhile,
the immigrant Italians, no doubt, toasted their Vineland
successes with wines they stealthily fermented in the
basements of their newly built homes.
Landis left nothing to chance. He required his buyers to
clear their wooded lots within a specified period and insisted
that ample space around each house include shade trees,
vegetable gardens, and landscaping. Streets and their
dimensions were all predetermined and fences prohibited. His
purposeful vision and the railroad’s convenience gave many
urbanites the confidence to move out to the country. At the
same time, the railway provided easy access for thousands of
newly arrived immigrants. After being processed at Ellis Island,
it was a same-day journey to Vineland, where new
opportunities abounded. Many chose to stay, beginning their
new lives in America. Churches, synagogues, citizen societies,
clubs of all types, and veteran posts were a reflection of the
broad diversity of people that would call Vineland home.
Even though the city as planned was but a square mile, its
outlying areas encouraged investments in manufacturing,
farming, and food processing. Vineland would quickly gain
recognition as a poultry center and, for a time, was called the
“Egg Basket of America.” Like neighboring South Jersey towns,
it too exploited ample sand deposits, giving it a stellar
reputation for various types of specialty glass. Veterans from
the Civil War had been purposely welcomed by Vineland to fill
the many jobs its expanding local economy had created. When
former general Ulysses S. Grant opened the 1876 Centennial
World’s Fair as President of the United States, a variety of
products from Vineland were seen and used by its visitors in
Philadelphia.
The year before, the town had gained a different kind of
notoriety when Landis, furious over criticism in a competing
newspaper, went and shot the offending editor with a pistol.
The newspaperman died from his wounds after months in the
hospital. This brought about a sensational murder trial at the
Cumberland County Courthouse in Bridgeton. Landis, perhaps
due to his Philadelphia lawyer degree, managed to be fully
acquitted of murder with a successful plea of temporary
insanity. Afterwards, Landis resumed Vineland’s land
development and expanded into Cape May County with the
start of seaside resort, Sea Isle City.
Over time, additional land consolidations made Vineland
even larger. But it has not grown as one might expect, with
taller buildings and dense urban sprawl. It is nearly 70 squaremiles in size, yet its population is just over 60,000, placing it at
24th in the Garden State—about four times that of a century
ago. Despite this growth, it still seems more like a town than a
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From the start, Charles Landis
created a 100-foot wide Main Street,
named Landis Avenue, but referred
to as “The Avenue” by locals.

city. As you get closer, its mile long center and the railroad
tracks that cross its main street—not surprisingly, named
Landis Avenue—still widens to a 100-foot-wide boulevard, just
as its founder had designed it. Landis had great expectations
for his little city in the country.

DOUGHBOYS

Vineland Free Public Library

Several blocks beyond the town center, on the left of Landis
Avenue, is the modest, two-story, Vineland Free Public Library,
first begun by Vineland Women’s Club in 1898, two years
before Charles Landis died. Its first books were all donated and
it remained in the Town Hall. A few years later, philanthropist,
Andrew Carnegie, provided a grant which helped the town build
a separate library building. In its present library, dedicated in
the mid-1970s, I went about installing a black and white photo
exhibition into the multipurpose room. Entitled NJ
DOUGHBOYS it had already been to nearly a dozen other sites
around the state. Each photo is of a First World War “doughboy
statue” featured on monuments of various New Jersey towns
and cities.
The term doughboy was an adopted slang term given to
American troops who had previously been sent into the dry,
dusty deserts of Mexico tracking down the notorious outlaw,
Francisco “Pancho” Villa. They were often so completely
covered with dust they looked like bakers, covered with flour—
hence a popularly-adopted explanation for the moniker,
doughboy. However, it seems the nickname had been used
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Vineland’s Soldiers and Sailors
Memorial Circle

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS
July 2019
Moorestown Public Library
Moorestown, Burlington County
September - October 2019
New Brunswick Free Public Library
New Brunswick, Middlesex County
November - December 2019
Kennedy Free Library
Piscataway Twp., Middlesex County
March 2020
Cherry Hill Library
Cherry Hill, Camden County
April - June 2020
Morristown & Morris Township
LibraryMorristown, Morris County
UPCOMING TALKS
September 12, 2019
New Brunswick Free Library
September 16, 2019
Cherry Hill Library
October 12, 2019
Westfield Memorial Public Library
November 20, 2019
Toms River-Ocean County Library
Camden County Community College
Fall Mini-Series

exclusively for U.S. infantrymen and much earlier in the War
with Mexico in the 1840s. This was according to George
Dimon, a former Civil War Calvary officer who retired in 1892
and was living in nearby Bridgeton, NJ. He revealed to a local
newspaperman in the early 1900s how the First and Second
Dragoons Calvary had to patrol the vast expanses of the
newly-won Texas and New Mexico territory while infantrymen
were assigned the task of creating buildings out of adobe
blocks, made with a combination of earth, clay, grass, and
water. In order to get it thoroughly mixed, the infantry soldiers
removed their boots and stomped around in the slurry until it
was the right consistency to be placed in molds of 1-foot by 2feet and 6-inches deep, then set out to bake in the hot desert
sun. Once the blocks hardened, they were used to build the
walls of early military outposts, using wooden paddles to apply
a lighter mix of adobe between each row of laid block. Instead
of calling the muddy mix, mortar, they called it dough. So
thanks to the infantry doughboys, the Calvary were able to
return from their patrols to the improved comfort of a roof over
their heads, rather than the hot, stifling field tents they had
used in the field. While the term was locally used among troops
in the Southwest it gradually was adopted throughout the
country.
When the first Americans arrived in France to help the Allies
on the Western front, the welcoming Parisians called them
Sammies. After all, weren’t they the soldiers sent by Uncle
Sam? We’ll never know if it was General Pershing himself who
diplomatically suggested the American troops preferred being
called doughboys. The term quickly gained widespread
acceptance.
In New Jersey, there are nearly three hundred memorials
honoring the men and women who served in World War I.
Some are plain stone monuments and bronze plaques. Others
are allegorical figures and architectural structures. About a
quarter of the monuments include the figure of a doughboy.
Some are cast concrete, others are shaped from stone. Many
memorial statues were selected from monument company
catalogs. However, a surprising number were individually
created in stone and bronze, made-to-order. All of New
Jersey’s monuments were paid for by veteran groups and
various civic organizations. Sometimes it was one sponsoring
organization, other times a mix of clubs and associations,
including immigrant societies. None were commissioned by
local or state governments.

EXHIBITION
With over 60 photos of different sizes and frame styles, I
had to choose an arrangement that best suited the space
available. Some of the frames in the series incorporate the
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Orange

iconic red poppy flower, which became a symbol of
compassion, after publication of the poem, In Flanders Fields.
Around the state, exhibit space at public libraries varies from
simple glass display cases to dedicated walls where local
artwork is regularly shown. No two are the same. Vineland’s
library, though not large, is unusual. It has any one of three
walls to choose from or a combination of all three. To avoid an
overcrowded appearance on a single wall, I elected to take
advantage of all three. Each wall would feature a larger
centered image around which the other pictures would be
arranged. Since Vineland has no doughboy statues, I enlarged
three Vineland images taken at the Vineland Memorial Park to
link the doughboy images with local World War I monuments.
The series on the back wall would be associated with a print
of a bronze doughboy, with his pack and hat by his side, at the
station in Orange, casually awaiting a train that might be
transferring him between training camps, returning him to duty
from leave, or possibly heading for Camp Merritt in Cresskill,
the final stage of preparation before crossing the Atlantic by
ship. Although he is in Essex County, the statue depicts a scene
repeated many times local stations throughout New Jersey, in
the years 1917-1919.
On the left wall, I chose two local enlargements around
which to group the smaller photographs. The first of these was
a close-up of a large 6-foot tall stone monument on which was
mounted a large bronze plaque displaying the names of 458
from Vineland, who served as soldiers, sailors, Marines and
nurses, 1917–1919, are shown. The monument, dedicated
Memorial Day 1925, was paid for by local townspeople under
the auspices of the Diamond Social Club. A star is next to each
person who died in service to the country. The second image
for the left wall was the first Great War monument, at the same
park, with a remembrance plaque, unveiled Memorial Day,
1919, a month before the Versailles Peace Treaty that officially
ended the war. Elsewhere at the park, are separate plaques,
mounted on finished stone blocks, arranged in a circle,
honoring those who died during the conflict. They, in turn, are
encircled by a series of individual crosses and Star of David
markers, honoring those who were lost during World War II. A
photo of this unusual setting was the focal point for the
grouping on the right wall.
The doughboy images vary in style and materials and are
widely dispersed around the state. Some, like the granite
doughboy with his rifle, at rest, stares vigilantly out to sea
beneath the Twin Lights of the Highlands. The copper formed
effigy entitled Spirit of the American Doughboy atop a high
pedestal in Belmar is shown stepping over barbed wire, moving
forward and crying out with a rifle in one hand and a grenade
about to be thrown in the other. That popular statue, one of six
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Cresskill and Jersey City

around the state, was seriously damaged by unknown vandals,
two years ago. The bayonet and a portion of the rifle had been
sawed off. Expensive to repair, fundraising within the
community began almost immediately after the damage was
discovered. It had previously been well restored and thanks to
the local residents and businesses resumed its rightful place
on its tall pedestal with the same appearance had when it was
installed in 1930.
In the Borough of Cresskill there is a 56-foot high granite
obelisk within a tree shaded traffic circle, marking the center of
what once was Camp Merritt, a World War I facility that spread
out among three Bergan County townships. Five hundred and
sixty-three men and women died there during the flu pandemic
while preparing more than a million soldiers for overseas duty
in France. General Pershing was in attendance at its dedication
ceremony in 1924. On the back side, sculpted in deep relief, is
a large art-deco helmeted doughboy, shown as an ancient,
sword wielding warrior, being watched over by a stylized
American eagle. There are no crosswalks to the traffic circle
and the unique monument’s figure faces away from the circle’s
perimeter.
In Jersey City, near the main entry to Dickinson High
School, are two doughboys, their expressions wide-eyed,
looking forward trying to discern the danger ahead. Close
behind them, the female of their Alma Mater, whispers
encouragement and steadfastness. It had been created by a
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Weehawken, Hoboken, Woodbury

sculptor who had experienced warfare on the Western Front. In
Montclair, both action and ideals are represented as a soldier
and sailor are depicted in an attack but are protected by the
figure of America’s Columbia who extends a shield bearing the
Seal of the United States ahead of them.
This is one of only two places in New Jersey where World
War I sailors are shown. The other is at Weehawken where a
larger than life sailor is standing at attention, back-to-back, to
a doughboy at attention, on a massive monument overlooking
the Hudson. The two bronze figures, along with exceptionally
detailed bronze eagles were created by an Italian resident who
had first arrived in America to help assemble the Statue of
Liberty.
Nearby in Hoboken, where more than a million servicemen
left and returned by ship for Europe, is a monument titled,
Embarkation-Debarkation. It might better have been named,
Joy of Returning Home. Two doughboys, having just returned
to Hoboken, are being welcomed by an admiring young girl and
an enthusiastic bulldog. One soldier has his arm reassuringly
around the child while the other is waving excitedly over his
shoulder at an unseen crowd.
In Woodbury, a confident doughboy, entitled Victor,
jubilantly strides with a rifle on his shoulder and his helmet and
a wreath of peace in an outstretched hand. He strikes quite the
opposite pose from the helmeted doughboy seen in Cliffside
Park, carrying weapon and pack, appearing exhausted after a
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Cliffside Park, Belford, and
Red Bank

battle, his head lowered and uniform tattered. No matter what
time of the year you visit this park, the downcast face is always
in shadow. From its pedestal, he peers down a walkway where
there are four evenly placed headstones with the names of
those from Cliffside who were lost in war.
The stoic Belford doughboy, standing at attention in a
residential neighborhood of Middletown, was erected in 1920
on land given the year before for the monument. It is thought
to be the first in New Jersey. In the Borough of Red Bank,
Monmouth County, is a cleverly designed granite doughboy
that is the third figure atop a Civil War monument called
Handing Down Old Glory. The World War I soldier, depicting
Major Peter Rafferty, is reaching out to the central figure, a
Union officer, Henry Nevius, who is holding the flagstaff of a
furled American flag, while a Spanish American War soldier
looks on. The expanded memorial was rededicated in 1926.
The bronze doughboy called Rock of the Marne in
Burlington, was placed in front of the new American Legion
Memorial Hall in 1923. It has just recently been restored,
following an extensive fundraising campaign. Toms River has
the distinction of having the newest original doughboy statue,
unveiled two years ago, at Bey Lea Veterans Sculpture Park in
Dover Township, by contemporary New Jersey sculptor Brian
Hanlon. There is only one known New Jersey statue of a World
War I Marine, at a cemetery in Wenonah. Although there are
many memorials which include the names of New Jersey
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Burlington, Toms River, and
Wenonah

aviators, there are no single monuments that depict them,
exception for a pilot among other period military figures in the
massive Wars of America monument at Newark’s Military Park.
African-Americans who served in a segregated Army are found
listed on many memorials, but there are no statues of them in
New Jersey. They can be found on two extraordinary
monuments in Philadelphia and Chicago. Later this year, a
monument will be cast and erected in Georgia of the only
African American who flew for the Lafayette Escadrille. There
are no statues and only a few memorials to the men and
women volunteers that went to Europe to help the war effort as
ambulance driver and medical personnel. Only a few towns
have early monuments for Gold Star Mothers.
The NJ DOUGHBOYS exhibition and a more formal
photographic series, LEGACY OF REMEMBRANCE for colleges
and institutions, were independently created, without
sponsorship, to broaden statewide recognition of New Jersey’s
cultural inheritance left us by the generation of a century ago.
Without acknowledgement of their significance, many will be
lost to negligence, natural disasters, and vandalism. Some
have already disappeared, obliterating a part of our collective
memory. Civic pride and patriotic concern are powerful
safeguards for their protection.
When Union Beach was severely struck by Hurricane Sandy
its stone doughboy was toppled from its pedestal and broken
into pieces. The easy path would have been to discard it with
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Union Beach and Vineland’s
Honor Roll monument (note the
shiny name).

other storm debris. But many were unwilling to abandon their
monument and sought various solutions for their dilemma.
With patience and dedication they found skilled artisans
capable of putting the statue back together and minimizing the
evidence of what it had gone through. Today, that doughboy
stands proudly beneath the American and New Jersey flags at
a dedicated site honoring all military service and Gold Star
Mothers. Etched deeply in its base, these words by Rudyard
Kipling, for veterans and their memory, LEST WE FORGET.
Two weeks after the Vineland exhibit was installed, I
received a phone call from a man who wished to speak to the
photographer of the largest Vineland monument. I remember
vividly when I had taken the photo. Something unusual caught
my attention in the viewfinder. One name seemed to stand out,
brightly, among the others which were uniformly tarnished. My
first thought had been perhaps a recent correction or addition.
On closer inspection, I realized the name had been rubbed and
rubbed until it was shinier than new. I answered the caller, yes,
that I was the person who had taken all the shots. Before he
could respond, I instinctively asked if he knew anything about
the name that stood out among the others.
He replied, simply, “That was my father. He had come to
Vineland as a refugee from the Ukraine. He joined the Army in
World War I. When old enough, I served in the next war.
Together, we were members of Vineland’s American Legion
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NJ DOUGHBOYS exhibit at the
Vineland Free Public Library

Author/photographer presents
monument photo to Army veteran,
Sig Ronis, proud son of Vineland
immigrant doughboy, Elias Ronis.

Post and the Jewish War Veterans.” He then asked, “Do you
think, maybe, you could make me a copy of that photograph?”
“Of course, “I said. “It would be a pleasure and an honor.” I
promised I would call him when returned to take down the
prints and pack-up for my next showing in Ocean County. The
following month, I let him know when I would return to
Vineland. After taking down all the photos and preparing to
load my car, a smiling elderly man with a knit cap and dark
windbreaker came up to me and asked, “Are you Erik Burro?”
We shook hands like old friends. I carefully unwrapped the
framed enlargement I had promised and presented it to him.
It was a touching moment for both of us. We sat down at a
nearby table and chatted for nearly an hour. He shared parts of
his life growing up in Vineland and the experiences his father
had known in the military shortly after coming to America from
the Ukraine. It was the perfect ending for NJ DOUGHBOYS in
Vineland. A doughboy’s son reminiscences about life, work and
serving in the military, from the big little city that Charles K.
Landis built.
In the meantime, NJ DOUGHBOYS has just returned from
the Ocean County Library, Toms River, and will be seen during
the next few months at libraries in Moorestown, New
Brunswick, and Piscataway.
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